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Background 

 The aim of this experiment is to test whether wave-like properties of light are observed 
on the photon level. Historically, Maxwell’s Equations predicted the wavelike properties of light 
with four simple equations back in the 19th century. By the turn of the 20th century, Einstein and 
Planck both discovered that to explain various phenomena, light must be taken to be quantized. 
For example, in the photoelectric experiments developed by Einstein, light was seen to be 
emitted from the surface of a metal in discrete energy packets and thus the notion of a photon 
was born. Currently, scientists are perplexed as to which model more accurately describes the 
nature of light, but for many it is simply mathematically and physically convenient to describe 
light as one or the other depending upon the nature of the scientist’s problem. 

 In our lab, we used two separate experiments to verify that wave-like properties (i.e. 
Interference Fringes) are observed on the photon scale. The first experiment utilizes the 
entangled nature of polarized light and “which-path” information to create interference fringes. 
The experimental setup is commonly known as a Mach-Zehdner Interferometer. The second 
experiment, known as Young’s Double Slit Interference, was actually the first experiment ever 
done to show that light behaves like a wave. The difference added to our experiment is that we 
tested whether or not wave-like interference patterns still appear after light is attenuated down to 
the photon level.  

 In order to ensure that our experiments were modeling the wave-like properties of 
photons, we first ensured that on average, only one photon per meter appeared at a time. This 
was done by adding an appropriate number of Neutral Density Filters to accurately attenuate the 
He-Ne Laser Beam (633 nanometers).   

Experiment 1: Mach Zehdner Interferometer 

 The experimental setup for the Mach-Zehdner Interferometer is shown in Figure 1. A 
series of neutral density filters were first used to attenuate the beam down to the single photon 
regime. A spatial filter removed the higher spatial frequencies from the laser, in effect cleaning 
the signal so that a smoother Electric Field pattern was measured. The purpose of Polarizer A is 
to transmit equal amounts of vertically and horizontally polarized light of a certain linear 
orientation. The polarizing beam splitter reflects vertically polarized light and transmits 
horizontally polarized light. The two beams then are allowed to propagate for a distance of 
roughly one meter, so that on average one photon is present within the signal at a time. The two 
beams are recombined via a non-polarizing beam splitter, and the angle of Polarizer B is adjusted 
so that at a certain angle, only horizontally polarized light is transmitted and vice versa for 



vertically polarized light. When equal amounts of both states are transmitted via Polarizer B, the 
photon is equally likely to have come from either path and so “Which-Path” information is 
eliminated. It is at this stage that we detect strange results, and notice interference phenomena 
from a single photon source.  

 The camera used to image at the single-photon level is an Electron Multiplying Charge-
Coupled Device. The imaging system is produced by a company in Ireland, and is built to 
accurately detect single photon phenomena through the use of electronic amplification. Through 
manipulation of various circuits, when one photon is detected, electrons begin flowing within the 
circuit, and these electrons are amplified in number by a series of gates, so that the initial light 
signal is in effect amplified. Background noise was mostly eliminated through use of a black 
cloth placed over the lens and exit filters. Dark Noise, which increases at higher temperatures but 
is reduced by lowering the effective temperature of the system, was reduced by keeping the 
imaging system at -60 Degrees Celsius. By taking these precautions to reduce dark noise and 
background noise, the images more accurately display where photons create interference fringes 
versus where noise creates a pixelated signal. 

  

 

Figure 1: Experimental Setup for Mach-Zehdner Interferometer [1] 

 

Experiment 1: Mach Zehdner Interferometer Results 



 The resultant photon fringe visibility as a function of Polarizer A angle is shown in 
Figure 2.  This fringe visibility was calculated using Equation 1 and a plot profile created using 
ImageJ.  First the resultant intensity was inverted. Then this image was spatially filtered digitally 
by taking the Fourier transform, removing high spatial frequencies, and taking the inverse 
Fourier Transform.  Finally, the plot profile was taken over the entire filtered image.  The raw 
data for all polarizer angles, including inverted image, filtered image and plot profile is shown in 
Appendix A, with an example given in Figure 3. 

Visibility = (Imax-Imin)/(Imax+Imin) 

Equation 2.  Fringe Visibility.[2] 

 

Figure 2. Fringe Visibility as a function of Relative Polarizer Angle. 

 

Figure 3. Data with Polarizer A at 55°; a.) Plot Profile b.) Spatially Filtered Image c.) Inverted 
Raw Image. 

 Figure 2 shows the change from fringe visibility minima to fringe visibility maxima.  
This demonstrates that single photon interference occurs because when equal amounts of each 
arm are transmitted, fringes are visible; such as the region where relative polarizer angle is 
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between 145°-165°.  Error in these measurements was most probably created from the fact that 
the camera was not exactly centered on the 0th order maxima. This impacts the visibility when 
choosing minima and maxima values from the plot profiles in the appendix, as it appears the 
center measured fringe is approximately a 2nd order fringe. 

Experiment 2: Young’s Double Slit Experiment 

 The schematic representation for Young’s Double Slit Experiment is shown in Figure 4. 
Light from the He-Ne Laser Source, which is first cleaned through use of a spatial filter, is 
incident on a glass panel with two slits of width 10µm spaced 90µm apart. The double slits are 
developed using lithographic techniques to accurately etch slits at the micron level. The Imaging 
System is a EM-CCD, as used in Experiment 1, but with a 0.1 second exposure time, which is 
the time resolution for the human eye. We started with a short exposure capturing the incident 
photon upon the screen, and increased the duration of the exposure recorded for each level of 
attenuation. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic Diagram Representing Young’s Double Slit Experiment [3] 

Experiment 2: Young’s Double Slit Experiment Results 

 As shown in Figure 5 below, a sinusoidal pattern was recorded.  The width of the 
sinusoidal pattern maximas and minimas are determined by the size of the slit, and the distance 
between fringes was determined by the separation of the slits. Remarkably, with only a short 
exposure we noticed that the individual photons appear in locations predicted by classical results. 
No photons appear where visibility minima in the fringes should appear. This effect is 
remarkable and tells us that somehow the photons know where they are supposed to go which 
can only be explained by commenting that wave-like properties occur for individual photons. All 



other attenuation, exposure time and gain value images are shown in Appendix B; Figure 5 is 
with setting which optimize fringe visibility to easily view single photon interference in Young's 
double slit. 

       

 

Figure 5.  a.) Color inverted interference fringes with 104.5 attenuation, 255 gain and 0.1s 
exposure time. b.) Average intensity across interference fringes. 

Figure 5 also shows higher order interference around central maxima fringe, seen by 
interference fringes with decreased period.  This is created because when light is incident upon 
the Double Slit, roughly 96% of the light is transmitted creating the sinusoidal pattern expected. 
4% light is reflected within the cavity, and this reflection continues multiple times. Every time 
the light bounces back and forth between the glass plates, another 96% of the initial Electric 
Field is transmitted, and another 4% is reflected. Each of these orders creates an Interference 



Pattern at the screen, but less visible than the classical pattern because the Intensity of the 
Electric Field Distribution due to higher order reflections is much lower than that of the incident 
field transmitted. This phenomena could be corrected for with the additions of coatings to 
completely transmit light at 633 nanometers. Such a coating could be manufactured at the 
Laboratory for Laser Energetics for a cost of around $600, but such an addition is economically 
unfeasible considering it would give little improvement to our experimental results. 

 

Conclusion 

 Within these two experiments, we have observed the wave-like property of light on the 
photon scale. Our results could be further improved by completely removing noise within the 
imaging system or perhaps measure the levels of noise currently produced in the absence of a 
signal, by using optical fibers to light up two to three pixels at a time, and measure noise at the 
photon level. Such an experiment would validate our results. If there is adequate noise within the 
imaging system, it becomes impossible to discriminate between photon signal generated by 
incident photons and that of noise, for noise is known to pixelate an image. These experiments 
have been useful in that we have visibly observed particle-wave duality in clear context and thus 
have a better understanding of Quantum Mechanical systems and the nature of light in general. 
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4.5 Magnitude Attenuation with 255 gain and a.)10 us, b.)100us c.) 200us, d.) 500us, e.) 1000us, 
f.) 10000us exposure times. 


